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Indie Publishers Support You!

*Every page in this catalog represents a $40 donation to BINC, the Book Industry Charitable Foundation.*

At the Independent Book Publishers Association (IBPA), we believe the world of ideas and stories is best served when more than the largest corporate voices are heard.

That’s why we’re honored to support the independently published books featured in this quarterly catalog. Our members’ passion for sharing unique and diverse voices provides a bridge that the independent bookselling community can cross hand-in-hand with independent publishers.

You’ll find over 100 titles from IBPA members on the following pages. In addition, you can expect a $1,600 donation to BINC on behalf of the publishers featured here. It’s the IBPA community’s third sizable donation to BINC since the pandemic began in March 2020.

We hope you feel the support, and the love.

And, of course, we hope you’ll take some time to explore the books listed here. With so many titles to choose from, there’s something for every reader!

With respect and appreciation for all you do,

Angela Bole
Chief Executive Officer, Independent Book Publishers Association
angela@ibpa-online.org
SELECT INDIE PUBLISHERS
“The plan was that I would go to college, make tons of money, and live happily ever after in a mansion overlooking the beach. At least, that was what the commercials, the college itself, and my parents suggested would be the reality.”
—Alexander Baima

Alexander Baima investigates the decline of purchasing power millennials and young people are facing in today’s economy and offers solutions as to how we can right the ship so that they can build their own foundation of financial security and ensure America’s future prosperity.

Nonfiction
978-1952112089
$26.99 | Hardcover

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Alexander Baima
Alexander Baima is an entrepreneur, innovator and early adopter of blockchain technology and Bitcoin.
The Hunger Games meets Westworld. A cross-genre novel combining thrilling action, adventure, and a love story.

An AI scientist leaves everything behind to find answers about AI consciousness. But a mysterious woman on a personal mission interrupts his search. Fighting unjust forces, their struggles against machines, men, and nature test the resilience of the human spirit.

“Shades of Huxley and Asimov. Gary F. Bengier has created a science fiction adventure that is reminiscent of the masters.” —Lee Scott, for the Florida Times-Union

“It’s a captivating and fast-paced futuristic love story...a future that feels eerily authentic...” —She’s Single Magazine

How to order:
Ingram Wholesale
Author’s Republic
Smashwords
In the shadows of New York City lies North Brother Island, where a shuttered hospital’s remains hide haunting memories of quarantines and human experiments. The Vines intertwines the island’s horrific history with a captivating tale of love, betrayal, and survival.

“The Vines weaves beautiful writing around an unsettling mystery: Who is the strange, scarred woman living on a seemingly uninhabitable island? Shelley Nolden’s debut seems not just prescient—given the world’s current focus on virology and immunizations—but also timeless, as it illustrates in painful detail how mankind seems destined to repeat our cruelest mistakes. Luckily for us readers, there’s a bright thread of hope running through this book—as well as the promise of a sequel.”

—Sarah Pekkanen, #1 NYT bestselling co-author of You Are Not Alone

Fiction: Mystery & Thriller
978-1950948406 | $26.99 | Hardcover
978-1950948413 | $12.99 | Ebook

Shelley Nolden
At the age of 31, Shelley was diagnosed with leukemia and completed treatment three years later. The sense of isolation and fear she experienced during her cancer ordeal influenced her debut novel, The Vines.
A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection

A fascinating journey through primary sources—poetry, memoir, news clippings, and images of ancient artwork—to explore the hidden (and often surprising) Queer lives and loves of two dozen historical figures.

“Entertaining, illuminating, and an accessible antidote to dominant histories.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“Such an important book, both enlightening and entertaining. Highly recommended for readers age 10–110!”
—Linda Sue Park, Newbery Medalist

“Fascinating, ambitious, diverse, rigorously researched, and much-needed—this book will save lives.”
—Kathleen Krull, author of the Lives Of series

HOW TO ORDER

Lerner Publishing Group
Follett
Ingram Wholesale

Lee Wind

The founding blogger of I’m Here. I’m Queer. What The Hell Do I Read?, empowering LGBTQIA2+ kids, teens, and their allies. See page 38 for Queer as a Five-Dollar Bill, Wind’s YA novel inspired by some of the same queer history featured in No Way, They Were Gay?
The Last Lumenian is a coming-of-age story of Lilla who is a princess and a rebel-in-disguise, fighting for the refugee’s freedom. But there is a bigger war on the horizon. She must learn to control her magic and defeat the dark god before He finds her.

“A terrifically entertaining, complex, and original fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews

“The Last Lumenian is an exciting read with a complex heroine with a layered and complex story that takes her from princess to rebel to hero through a journey that consists of magic, gods, war, rebellion, betrayal, and romance.” —Seattle Book Review

Science Fiction & Fantasy
978-1734760507 | $17.99 | Paperback
978-1734760569 | $9.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Lilac Grove Entertainment

S.G. Blaise
Making the world a better place, one fantasy at a time.

AWARDS
• Best Romance Fiction winner, 2020 New York Book Festival
• Best Science Fiction winner, 2020 San Francisco Book Festival
• Best Cover Design for Fiction winner, 2020 Annual Best Book Awards
• Best Science Fiction winner, 2020 New England Book Festival

Lilac Grove Entertainment
thelastlumenian.com
business@thelastlumenian.com
“David combines openheartedness with tender appreciation of the wounded, in the most and least approachable of us.”
—Patrick Mulcahey,
The Bold and the Beautiful writer

Every Grain of Sand is an emotional story of David Wichman’s incredible journey to recovery. His powerful memoir shifts our thoughts on sex work, love, survival, and healing.

Autobiography & Memoir
978-1950385133 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1950385140 | $6.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

David P. Wichman
An author, speaker, and sexual healer for those seeking freedom from shame and fear around sex, love, and intimacy. He founded travel-companion company The Male Adventure and co-founded Heal-VR, a company providing immersive meditation experiences. He is an activist and member of the LGBTQI2 community.
Straight out of Mad Men, Hank shares his real-life candid stories from the heyday of advertising to his life today. Hank’s reflections as an Asset-Based Thinker on those lessons learned help guide, motivate, and inspire the industry’s next generation of leaders.

**Business & Career Memoir**
978-1950385485
$19.99 | Paperback
978-1950385492
$9.99 | Ebook

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale

Hank Wasiak
Hank Wasiak is a communications industry leader with an impressive resume of experience working with the corporate elite of global business. He is co-founder of Concept Farm, an award-winning digital agency, author, Emmy award winner, keynote speaker, and university professor.
THE EYE OF RA
The Eye of Ra Book 1
Ben Gartner
When siblings John and Sarah accidentally time-travel to ancient Egypt, they’ll have to brave scorpions and tomb robbers if they want to make it home! A middle grade novel rich with meticulous historical detail.

“An engaging…twist-filled plot” —Kirkus Reviews

Young Reader: Fiction
978-1734155211 | $11.99 | Paperback
978-1734155204 | $4.99 | Ebook

SOL INVICTUS
The Eye of Ra Book 2
Ben Gartner
Surrounded by clashing cultures on the ancient Roman frontier, siblings John and Sarah must fulfill their quest to unite the emperor with his enemy or risk being stuck in time.

“a compelling adventure, offering high-stakes…and vivid scene-setting.” —Kirkus Reviews

Young Reader: Fiction
978-1734155235 | $12.99 | Paperback
978-1734155228 | $5.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

Ben Gartner
Ben Gartner is the award-winning author of The Eye of Ra adventure series for middle graders (ages 8–12).
FEATURED TITLES BY VINCE BAILEY FROM

INGRAM ELLIOTT PUBLISHING

PATH OF THE HALF MOON
Vince Bailey
African American 60s-era youth Curtis Jefferson is sentenced to a remote detention facility and tested by a murderous inmate and a century-old Apache curse.

Paranormal
Historical Fiction
978-0999057377 | $28.99 | Hardcover
978-0999057384 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-0999057391 | $9.99 | Ebook

COURSES OF THE CURSED
Vince Bailey
Book two in the series follows Curtis’s ultimate confrontation with his nemesis as nearby townspeople wage battles of their own against the curse of Fort Grant.

Paranormal
Historical Fiction
978-1732843653 | $29.99 | Hardcover
978-1732843660 | $17.99 | Paperback
978-1732843677 | $9.99 | Ebook

Reviews and Awards for the Curtis Jefferson series:
• Winner Arizona Authors’ Association Literary Award
• 1st Place Winner Paranormal Book Awards (CIBAs)
• 5-Star Rating—Chanticleer Book Reviews
• “A rollicking, Western-flavored frightfest.”
  —Kirkus Reviews

ingramelliott.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

CLICK ON A BOOK COVER TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THAT TITLE
FEATURED TITLES BY DOUG CARNINE FROM
MINDFUL KINDNESS PROJECT

HOW LOVE WINS
Doug Carnine
This accessible guide to changing one’s life through “kindfulness” is an invaluable roadmap for readers whose lives have been affected by toxic mindsets.

Self-Help
978-0998050980 | $12.00 | Paperback
978-0998050997 | $4.99 | Ebook

SAINT BADASS
Personal Transcendence in Tucker Max Hell
Doug Carnine
The heart wrenching and inspirational explanations from prisoners of the benefits of mindful kindness makes one think, if they can do it, so can I.

Inspirational
978-0998050904 | $12.00 | Paperback
978-0998050935 | $4.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
feedkindness.com
info@feedkindness.com

Doug Carnine
Doug Carnine is a Professor, advocate for at risk children, prisoner mentor, philanthropist, conservationist, and former presidential advisor.
THE BALJUNA COVENANT

“Insightful…Quick…A clever complex tale.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“A bit of the old Indiana Jones movies.”
—Reader’s Favorite
“A fast-moving thriller.”
—Dr. Chris Tyler-Smith, Sanger Institute
“An engaging and suspenseful read…rich and captivating.”
—US Review

Fiction | Political Thriller
978-0996842679 | $14.95 | Paperback
978-0996842686 | $4.99 | Ebook

THE OTTOMAN EXCURSION

“Delightful…leaves the reader enthralled from beginning to end…should not be missed.” —US Review
“A masterpiece.” —Reader’s Favorite
“An absolute stunner.” —Prairies Book Review
“A captivating dance…highly recommended.”
—Midwest Book Review

Fiction | Political Thriller
978-1734240252 | $14.95 | Paperback
978-1734240269 | $4.99 | Ebook

Tim Pelkey
Tim Pelkey resides in Michigan with his wife Leslie.
He is working on his third novel, The Proceedings of the Oppenheimer Society.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale

SDP Publishing
SDPPublishing.com
info@SDPPublishing.com
TICK TOCK, TIME
R. Hammond | Illustrated by Elena Napoli
Roxy and Romi tell a past, present, and future story as seen through the eye of a Horologist. Follow them on their journey and experience the many ways time can be told.

Children’s Picture Book: Nonfiction
978-1734988512 | $21.95 | Hardcover
978-1734988529 | $7.95 | Paperback
978-1734988536 | $2.99 | Ebook

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale, Follett

TICK TOCK, TIME COLORING BOOK
R. Hammond | Illustrated by Elena Napoli
The companion coloring book—one Herbert George (H.G.) Wells might have had on his bookshelf.

Coloring Book: Nonfiction
978-1734988529 | $7.95 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale, Romeo-Hotel Publishing

R. Hammond
R. Hammond is a veteran and children’s book author of Artist Without a Brush and The Funniest Fun Day at the Beach. He lives in Virginia and enjoys spending time with family and deep-sea fishing.
DOODLING FOR WRITERS
Rebecca Fish Ewan
Cartoonist/memoirist Rebecca Fish Ewan combines wit and wisdom with practical, engaging prompts to illustrate how doodling can fuel your creativity, get you through writer’s block, bring back memories, and even provide a roadmap for where your story needs to go.

Reference | Writing Resources
978-0999429938 | $14.00 | Paperback

BY THE FORCES OF GRAVITY
A Memoir
Rebecca Fish Ewan
Berkeley. 1970s. Becky drops out of elementary school, moves into a kids’ commune and, with her bestie Luna and their hippie cohorts, searches for love, acceptance, and cosmic truths. Full of adventure and heartache, By the Forces of Gravity promises to pull you in.

Memoir | Graphic Novel
978-0999429976 | $24.00 | Paperback

DIG
A Personal Prehistoric Journey
Sam Chiarelli
Follow Sam on a cross-country train trip to a fossil dig. Along the way: museums big and small, prep labs, robotic dinosaur parks, and interviews with Sam’s childhood paleontologist heroes. Part science and nature adventure, part memoir, this book is all dinosaur.

Memoir | Science & Nature
978-0999429983 | $18.00 | Paperback

Books by Hippocampus is the print division of the online creative nonfiction journal, Hippocampus Magazine.

HOW TO ORDER
Itasca

CLICK ON A BOOK COVER TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THAT TITLE
COMI
How to Consciously Overcome Mental Illness

COMI explains the spiritual way to heal chronic mental illness. Everything in life relates to the Self and your perfect care or lack of care of it. To get well, the patient must improve his attitude about Self. S.E.L.F. is an acronym for Spiritually Evolving Life Force.

Self-Help
978-1643678702 | $17.99 | Hardcover
978-1643678696 | $9.99 | Paperback
978-164368689 | $2.99 | Ebook

MIRACLES MASTER THE ART
Healing Medically Incurable Illness

Readers seeking relief from physical or emotional pain, dysfunction, or disease will find an inspirational approach to health and wellness in this contemplative narrative that reinforces one’s thoughts and behaviors to find relief from painful ailments.

Self-Help
978-1647530655 | $16.99 | Hardcover
978-1647530631 | $ 8.99 | Paperback
978-1647530648 | $ 2.99 | Ebook

MENTAL ILLNESS HEAL YOURSELF

After detox, intoxicating spirits and harmful drugs may be absent from your body but unclean spirits are still present in your mind and continue to torment you. This book explains how to release negative elements that cause mental illness, alcoholism and drug addiction.

Self-Help
978-1643676906 | $15.99 | Hardcover
978-1643676890 | $10.99 | Paperback
978-1643676883 | $2.99 | Ebook
HERE’S YOUR PILL, KITTEN!
How I Survived 90 Days in a Nursing Home
S.M. Kelly
Kelly masterfully describes the mental and physical challenges of maintaining a full-time job while learning to walk again and live as a mobility-challenged person; all within the madhouse of staff infighting, rampant opioid availability, and sudden patient outbursts.

Nonfiction | Humor
978-1950385430 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1950385447 | $4.99 | Ebook

UNBOUND FEET
Finding Freedom in Communist China
Kim Orendor
Teaching at an international university in China was a major draw for foreigners from around the world which expanded my worldview significantly. No one knew me, so I was able to be the person I wanted to be without any preconceived notions. I found freedom in China.

Memoir | Christian Faith
978-1950385508 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1950385515 | $4.99 | Ebook

10 CODE MARRIAGE
Thriving in a First Responder life
Lance & Rachel Allerdings
10 Code Life. It is something we become, something we absorb and accept. We love this life and hate it at the same time. It never leaves us. We focus on a First Responder marriage, however, it is really for anyone who wants to grow a deeper relationship with a spouse.

Self-Help | Christian Faith
978-1950385546 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1950385553 | $4.99 | Ebook
INNER COMPASS MOM
Finding Peace and Purpose in the Midst of Motherhood
Danielle Kloberdanz
Parenting & Family Self-Help
978-1735296609 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1735296616 | $6.99 | Ebook
A roadmap for today’s overwhelmed, disillusioned mom to reconnect with her own inner compass. Journey with Danielle as she shares the simple spiritual tools she discovered to find clarity and live life with inner peace and purpose while raising a family.

YOUR PERSONAL CAREER COACH
Real World Experiences for Early Career Success
Christy Noel and Mike Noel
Business & Career
978-0990972563 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-0990972570 | $9.99 | Ebook
This collection of real-life short stories is loaded with valuable advice, humorous confessions, and inspiring insights from 25 successful professionals. Covering all the top career topics, it’s the definitive guide on how to get hired, get ahead, and succeed.

A LOVE BEYOND LIFE
A Journey from Grief to Gratitude
Brenda L. Fletcher
Memoir | Grief
978-1735296623 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1735296630 | $6.99 | Ebook
A story of hope for the grief-stricken longing to stay connected to their loved ones. Brenda refuses to let her husband’s sudden physical death sever their connection and discovers ways to meet in the middle, where love transcends death, grows, and there is no loss.

CREATED Celestial Beings
Gregory A. Rogers
Fiction: Christian
978-0990972587 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1735296647 | $6.99 | Ebook
The Biblical story of creation, told by an angel who was there. Join Malachi on the heavenly adventure that takes the reader to the heights of the Holy Mount of God to the depths of Hell. Both Bible believers and skeptics will rethink their presuppositions of creation.

HOW TO ORDER
Small Press United
buildbuzzlaunch.com
leann@buildbuzzlaunch.com
CROWN NOBLE
Bianca Phipps
Latinx, queer, poet Bianca Phipps dissects intimate family relationships in hopes of understanding conflict as a means of overcoming.
Poetry: LGBTQ
978-1943735792 | $16.00 | Paperback
978-1943735860 | $16.00 | Ebook

I’LL FLY AWAY
Rudy Francisco
In his highly anticipated follow up to Helium, Francisco has created his own words for the things we cannot give name to.
Poetry
978-1943735693 | $16.00 | Paperback
978-1943735884 | $16.00 | Ebook

BUTCHER
Natasha T. Miller
Butcher is a book about love & loss—about being unapologetic and transparent in grief.
Poetry: LGBTQ
978-1943735907 | $16.00 | Paperback

PLEASE COME OFF-BOOK
Kevin Kantor
Please Come Off-Book critiques the treatment of queer figures and imagines a braver and bolder future that allows queer voices the agency over their own stories.
Poetry: LGBTQ
978-1943735914 | $16.00 | Paperback

Button Poetry
buttonpoetry.com

HOW TO ORDER
SCB
Welcome to a world where people’s brains exist in a virtual interface enjoying a fantasy world of indulgences. However, while their minds have fun, their bodies are doing the filthiest jobs known to humanity.

**418 I AM A TEAPOT**  
Edgar Scott  
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy | Dystopian  
978-0981819716  
$12.99 | Paperback  
978-0981819723  
$5.99 | Ebook

Published by Saevitia Publications  
How to Order: Ingram Wholesale

The real story of the pioneering television series *Moonlighting*, as well as the extraordinary behind-the-scenes challenges, battles, and rewards has never been told—until now.

**MOONLIGHTING**  
Scott Ryan  
Television Performing Arts  
978-1949024265  
$29.99 | Paperback

Published by Fayetteville Mafia Press  
How to Order: Ingram Publisher Services

Old ideas about retirement are vanishing—people are living longer, the world is changing faster. See the new face of retirement, and how to navigate it.

**THE RETIREMENT MIRAGE**  
Time to Think Differently  
Nancy Hite  
Retirement Planning  
978-1734876635  
$17.99 | Paperback  
978-1734876628  
$8.99 | Ebook

Published by The Strategic Wealth Advisor  
How to Order: Ingram Wholesale

Utopia—humanity’s second home for two centuries, controlled by a military-industrial complex warring with alien races. Young Carter Sanders, though, is about to change everything.

**THE COMMANDER**  
Guardian of Utopia  
Kevin Groh  
Fiction: Science Fiction & Fantasy  
978-3000669293  
$13.99 | Paperback

Published by The Strategic Wealth Advisor  
How to Order: Ingram Wholesale

Black Château  
blackchateaunterprises.com
THE ART OF HYBRID TIMBER FRAMING
7 Unique Post & Beam Styles to Accentuate Any Design Theme
Bert Sarkkinen
Architecture & Design
978-0578781273
$47.00 | Hardcover

Explores links between traditional craftsmanship, current building styles, and beyond. Rich with ideas, imagery, and instruction, it’s a must-read for owners, designers, and builders.

Published by Frank Amato Publications
How to Order: Ingram Wholesale

INTERMITTENT FASTING FOR DUMMIES
Dr. Janet Bond Brill
Health & Fitness
978-1119724094
$24.99 | Paperback

Intermittent fasting is always a top trending diet search. Truth is, intermittent fasting is popular because it’s much easier to maintain than typical highly-restrictive diets.

Published by For Dummies (Wiley)
How to Order: Wiley

SURVIVING REMOTE WORK
Sharon S. Koifman
Business & Career
978-1777402907
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1777402914
$8.99 | Ebook

Sharon Koifman has not merely survived remote work, but thrived with it, and this book is the distillation of a decade of lessons learned.

Published by DistantJob
How to Order: Ingram Wholesale

A FAT GIRL’S CONFIDENCE
I’m Fat. So What?
Patrice Brown
Self Development
978-1732881822
$6.99 | Paperback

Everyone is conditioned to assume “fat” is sloppy or unattractive, however, you can in fact live free, fabulous and fat! And Patrice Brown is here to help.

Published by My Story Publishing
How to Order: Ingram Wholesale
Confronted with violent Chinese racketeers, brutal human-traffickers, and a fiendish killer called, “The Shadow,” a baffled Inspector Sheehan is pushed to his limits.

While leaving the supermarket, Vincent is mown down by a car. As he struggles to survive, the items flying from his basket flash memories before his eyes.

Abby Harris gets abducted by aliens while out hiking with her dog in Oregon’s beautiful mountains. Can she learn to love her new mate, or will he be the end of her?

Prophecy declares a small child will decide the victory between two countries paralyzed by war… A small girl begs an old man who sells magical patches to fix her doll.
RYANA
Book I, The Shadow Sisters
C. R. Daems
978-1481057882
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0988825109
$3.99 | Ebook

Ryana, sold to a mysterious woman and taken to the home of the Shadow Sisters, prized spies and assassins. She survives years of training in spite of being unconventional. Her enemies come to call her the Sister of Death. Honorable Mention, Amsterdam Book Festival.

RED ANGEL
Book I, Smugglers
C. R. Daems
978-1508642992
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0991106080
$3.99 | Ebook

Four-year-old Anna contracts a deadly virus but survives thanks to a mysterious red-headed krait’s poison. Assigned to Naval Intelligence, Anna and her team, find assassins and smugglers’ war cruisers stalking them. It takes the mysterious Red Angel to save her—again.

TASMANIAN SFG
Book 1, Welcome to Hell
C. R. Daems
978-1074868987
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0998325163
$3.99 | Ebook

Jolie decides to join the Tasmanians, an elite all-male unit. She survives the treachery of the military Brass, the grueling demands of the school, and the testosterone of the all-male class. But can she thrive in the unit? Finalist in the Next Generation Indie Awards.

THE BLACK GUARD
Book I, The Least Favorite Child
C. R. Daems
978-1497558687
$14.95 | Paperback
978-0991106011
$3.99 | Ebook

Few make it into the Black Guard, but Rivka is determined. Yet, when she qualifies and is sent on her first mission, to protect a ruling family during a revolution, she discovers to her dismay that the Black Guard may not be as perfect as she had believed.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
FEATURED TITLES FROM
UNITY BOOKS

ADVENTURES IN RESILIENCE
Ignite the 12 Powers in You to Create a Radiant Life
Sharon Connors
Explores 12 inborn attributes that anyone can develop to overcome adversity and elevate spiritual awareness. Perfect for personal study or book groups.
Religion
978-0871594051 | $15.95 | Paperback
Additional How to Order: New Leaf Distributing

THE POSITIVE PRAYER WHEEL
For the Cycles of Life
Various
A collection of 50 affirmative prayers and positive blessings. This swivel deck of prayer cards is perfect for your prayer practice or meditation ritual.
Religion
978-0871594105 | $21.95 | Paperback

THE ESSENTIAL CHARLES FILLMORE
A Guide to Practical Mysticism and Metaphysics
James Gaither
Discover the genius of American mystic Charles Fillmore in this curated collection of his most significant spiritual teachings, precursors to the human potential movement.
Religion
978-0871594068 | $21.95 | Paperback

A TIME TO GRIEVE
Words to Light Your Way
Various
A set of 30 cards with messages of comfort and reassurance to support those experiencing grief and loss in their lives. Includes 56 unique messages.
Inspirational
978-0871594129 | $14.95 | Paperback

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
DeVorss and Company
Unity Books
unity.org
wholesaleaccts@unityonline.org
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

ART & PHOTOGRAPHY

ART FOLIO 2021
A Curated Collection of the World's Most Exciting Artists
Douglas King
978-1735008387
$60.00 | Hardcover

Art Folio is a publication of the best in abstract and contemporary work as decided on by a jury of gallery owners.

HOW TO ORDER
Small Press United/IPG
dayiiiprod.com
doug@dayiiiprod.com

THE ABLE QUEEN
Memoirs of an Indiana Hump Pilot Lost in the Himalayas
Robert Binzer, as told to Rainy Horvath
978-1736163405
$15.95 | Paperback
978-1736163412
$6.99 | Ebook

A rare action-adventure memoir told by a pilot who survived the perils of flying the most treacherous air route in the world, The China Hump, in World War II.

HOW TO ORDER
Publishers Group West/IPG, Ingram Wholesale
Perfect Storm Press
rainyhorvath.com/perfect-storm-press
perfectstormpress@gmail.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

BUTTER SIDE UP
How I Survived My Most Terrible Year & Created My Super Awesome Life
Jane Enright
978-1525580222
$29.99 | Hardcover
978-1525580239
$17.99 | Paperback
978-1525580246 | $9.99 | Ebook

“An unsparing, ultimately uplifting account of turning a crisis into a new view of life.” — Kirkus Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
FriesenPress
books.friesenpress.com/store/title/119734000
145716952/Jane-Enright-Butter-Side-Up
heylane@mysuperawesomelife.com

COMMITTED
A Memoir of Madness in the Family
Paolina Milana
978-1647420420
$16.95 | Paperback
978-1647420437
$9.95 | Ebook

One young woman’s story of resilience as she struggles to not lose herself to madness. “...one of the best books on mental illness that I have ever read.” — Library employee, NetGalley

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com/product/committed
powerlina@madnessstomagic.com

CLICK ON A BOOK COVER TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THAT TITLE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

FINDING 42: CUT THE ROPE
Book 1: The First Book in the Experiencer Series | A Soul’s Awakening, A Heart’s Guidance, A Man’s Journey
Benny Mailman
978-1647185688 $29.42 | Hardcover
978-1647185671 | $16.99 | Paperback
978-1647185695 | $4.99 | Ebook

“Times are tough, but reading this honest account of human exploration and spiritual growth offers unexpected levels of comfort and excitement.”

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
BookLocker | booklocker.com
bennymailmansfinding42@gmail.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

REDEFINING NORMAL
How Two Foster Kids Beat The Odds and Discovered Healing, Happiness and Love
Justin Black and Alexis Black
978-1734573138 $16.99 | Paperback
978-1734573121 | $9.99 | Ebook

“This book will unquestionably touch the inner souls and every corner of readers’ hearts, walking away wiser and hopefully taking action.” —Johanna, online review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
Global Perspectives Publishing
globalperspectivespublishing.com
info@re-definingnormal.com

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

OUT OF THE BRONX
A Memoir
Irene Sardanis
978-1631525391 $16.98 | Paperback

“Many have had mother/daughter challenges. Mine was a Greek immigrant. Mine was dangerous. Irene comes to terms with her past and creates a new life free of those fears.”

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com
isgreek@sbcglobal.net

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

MY BIPOLAR BACKPACK
To the Bottom of Mental Illness and Back
Susan Ralphe
978-0692400364 $13.88 | Paperback
978-1310202476 | $3.99 | Ebook

“The author’s account of a lifelong battle with manic depression, much of it undiagnosed and untreated, reads like a roller-coaster ride from hell.” —S. Maddux

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Susan Ralphe
SusanRalphe.com
susanralphe.author@gmail.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM

IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

AUTOBIOGRAPHY & MEMOIR

**STEPPING STONES**
A Memoir of Addiction, Loss, and Transformation
Marilea C. Rabasa
978-1631528989
$16.95 | Paperback
978-1631528996
$9.95 | Ebook

“An inherently fascinating and ultimately inspiring read from beginning to end.”
—James A. Cox, Editor-in-Chief
Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
She Writes Press
shewritespress.com
marilea.rabasa@gmail.com

**BIOGRAPHY**

**THE MAVERICK M.D.**
Dr. Nicholas Gonzalez and His Fight for a New Cancer Treatment
Mary Swander
978-0998546087
$24.95 | Hardcover
978-0998546063
$9.95 | Paperback
978-0998546094
$9.95 | Ebook

The inspirational story of how the late Dr. Nicholas Gonzalez perfected his nutritional cancer enzyme theory and treated patients in NYC with the most serious diseases.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
New Spring Press | newspringpress.com
custsvc@newspringpress.com

**BODY, MIND & SPIRIT**

**ENLIGHTEN UP!**
Finding Clarity, Contentment and Resilience in a Complicated World
Beth Gibbs
978-1945847349
$16.99 | Paperback
978-1945847356
$3.99 | Ebook

Enlighten Up! offers accessible tips, techniques, stories, and humor to help you deepen self-awareness and find clarity, contentment, and resilience in a complicated world.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Emerald Lake Books
emeraldlakebooks.com
info@emeraldlakebooks.com

**BUSINESS & CAREER**

**BILLION DOLLAR SALES SECRETS**
Superstar Selling Tips For All Seasons
Joe Paranteau
978-1735232775
$28.63 | Hardcover
978-1735232751
$16.72 | Paperback
978-1735232706
$9.99 | Ebook

“A career handbook that pairs valuable selling tips with encouragement to cultivate positive personal traits.” —Foreword Clarion Reviews

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Joe Paranteau
jparanteau.com
info@jparanteau.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

BUSINESS & CAREER

**FASTRACK EXPORT STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS**
Phases 1–6: Starting Up…Build Profitable Global Export Sales
W. Gary Winget and Sandra L. Renner
978-1733147453
$89.99 | Paperback

A detailed how-to-export guide for the new-to-export and experienced exporter. From starting up to entering markets and closing sales. Up-to-date, 338 pages, 8.5” x 11”

**FROM FARMS TO INCUBATORS**
Women Innovators Revolutionizing How Our Food Is Grown
Amy Wu
978-1610355759
$24.95 | Paperback

An exciting look at how woman entrepreneurs are revolutionizing agriculture, restoring the environment, and safeguarding the world’s food supply with high technology.

**MANAGING GENERATION Z**
How to Recruit, Onboard, Develop, and Retain the Newest Generation in the Workplace
Robin Paggi and Kat Clowes
978-1610354004
$18.95 | Paperback

Expert advice for managers at all levels on attracting, training, managing, retaining, and succeeding with America’s new generation of hardworking, tech-savvy employees.

**A CHEER FOR THE YEAR**
Raven Howell
Illustrated by Meredith Messinger
978-1950169344
$24.99 | Hardcover

*A Cheer For The Year* is an educational and fun collection of poems that weaves through seasons and holidays with a rhyme and colorful discovery on each page.

**FROM FARMS TO INCUBATORS**
Women Innovators Revolutionizing How Our Food Is Grown
Amy Wu
978-1610355759
$24.95 | Paperback

**A CHEER FOR THE YEAR**
Raven Howell
Illustrated by Meredith Messinger
978-1950169344
$24.99 | Hardcover

A Cheer For The Year is an educational and fun collection of poems that weaves through seasons and holidays with a rhyme and colorful discovery on each page.

**MANAGING GENERATION Z**
How to Recruit, Onboard, Develop, and Retain the Newest Generation in the Workplace
Robin Paggi and Kat Clowes
978-1610354004
$18.95 | Paperback

Expert advice for managers at all levels on attracting, training, managing, retaining, and succeeding with America’s new generation of hardworking, tech-savvy employees.

**A CHEER FOR THE YEAR**
Raven Howell
Illustrated by Meredith Messinger
978-1950169344
$24.99 | Hardcover

A Cheer For The Year is an educational and fun collection of poems that weaves through seasons and holidays with a rhyme and colorful discovery on each page.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
quilldriverbooks.com
info@quilldriverbooks.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
fastrackglobalizer.com
wgw@fastrackglobalizer.com

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale
clearforkpublishing.com/product-page/a-cheer-for-the-year
callie@clearfork.media

CLICK ON A BOOK COVER TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THAT TITLE

29
Dr. Jon Jon Saves the Moon shares an important lesson: our planet is sick and we must work together to care for it.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Follett, Ingram Publisher Services
Beyond Words Publishing
beyondword.com/products/dr-jon-jon-saves-the-moon
corinne@beyondword.com

This collection of classic tales includes “The Frog Prince” and more. Samuel Valentino brings these whimsical tales to life with his unique illustrations and text.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Brattle Publishing Group
brattlepublishing.com
customerservice@brattlepublishing.com

The author teaches the importance of being good and the rewards that come along with it in this exciting, inspiring children’s story.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Westwood Books Publishing
westwoodbookspublication.com
gmhall@comcast.net

“An illustrated children’s book about...tropical rainforest plants and pollinators. A gorgeous-looking lesson that will satisfy kids and parents alike.” — Kirkus Reviews

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Publisher Services
Pacific Street Publishing
pacificstreetpublishing.com
info@pacificstreetpublishing.com
**COOKBOOK**

**SOBREMESA**  
A Memoir of Food and Love in Thirteen Courses  
Josephine Caminos Oría  
978-1735305189  
$24.95 | Hardcover  
978-1735305196  
$9.99 | Ebook  


**HOW TO ORDER**  
IPG  
Scribe Publishing Company  
scribe-publishing.com/sobremesa  
mel@scribe-publishing.com

---

**FICTION**

**THE ARCANUM**  
Bradley Gordon’s First Adventure  
L. J. Litton  
Illustrated by Danielle Koehler  
978-1646631667  
$26.95 | Hardcover  
978-1646631643  
$18.95 | Paperback  

Book one of a multi-generational series written at the level of Cussler and Clancy, challenging and exciting the reader along a winding path of adventure and intrigue.  

**HOW TO ORDER**  
Ingram Publisher Services, Ingram Wholesale  
Koehler Books  
koeleherbooks.com  
LJLMuse@gmail.com

---

**FICTION: CONTEMPORARY WOMEN’S**

**TO BURY THE CLOUD**  
Leah Margolis  
978-1735691077  
$14.99 | Paperback  
$5.99 | Ebook  

A journey where the physical and emotional intertwine. A hospital employee confronts her past and gains insight from interaction with an eclectic array of individuals.  

**HOW TO ORDER**  
Ingram Wholesale  
Mindstir Media  
mindstirmedia.com  
info@mindstirmedia.com

---

**THE THREE WOMEN**  
Bunmi Oyinsan  
978-1461002987  
$14.00 | Paperback  

“A solid, well-written novel of relationships and growth.” —*Kirkus Reviews*  

**HOW TO ORDER**  
Ingram Wholesale  
Nurturing Minds  
olubunmiyoinsan@gmail.com
FICTION: HISTORICAL

Complex Puzzle
R.C. McDonald
978-0692169209
$13.00 | Paperback

A powerful, emotional, shocking novel depicting the hardships, struggles, and life threatening events endured by a teenage girl during the racial tensions of 1968.

How to Order
Ingram Wholesale
Nicholson & Fisher
nicholsonandfisher.com
renee.mcdonald24@yahoo.com

A Place Among Heroes, Book 2: Return of Hope
The Liberty & Property Legends Volume Five
Terri Sedmak
978-1922409416
$17.99 | Paperback
978-1922409409
$5.99 | Ebook

In a time of anarchy, in Gilded Age Chicago, two estranged yet much loved heroes of the Alliance reconnect.
“Captivating historical fiction.” — PS News

How to Order
Ingram Wholesale
Vivid Publishing
vividpublishing.com.au
info@vividpublishing.com.au

The Play’s Thing
Jessica Barksdale Inclan
978-1952816345
$16.99 | Paperback

“A rich blend of fantasy, farce and spot-on history...a celebration not to be missed.”
—Warren Read, author of Ash Falls and One Simple Thing

How to Order
Ingram Wholesale
TouchPoint Press
touchpointpress.com
info@touchpointpress.com

The Queen’s Dog
N.L. Holmes
978-1734986877
$14.99 | Paperback
978-1734986860
$5.99 | Ebook

“Unique and beautifully crafted...I switched between laughter and tears of sorrow. 4/4 stars” — Online Book Club Review

How to Order
Bibliotheca
WayBack Press
nlholmes.com
nlholmesbooks@gmail.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

FICTION: HISTORICAL

TO STAND ON SOLID GROUND
A Civil War Novel Based on Real People and Events
G. Keith Parker and Leslie Parker Borhaug
978-1735264202
$25.00 | Paperback

2020 Award of Excellence “Thought provoking …exceptional writing…parallels the civil unrest challenging the foundational core of the U.S. today.” —NC Society of Historians

HOW TO ORDER
My Easy Read Books
myeasyreadbooks.com/books
contact@myeasyreadbooks.com

FICTION: LITERARY

THAT GOLDEN SHORE
J.D. Kleinke
978-0578754390
$15.95 | Paperback

A working musician takes a captivating road trip through the complex history and impossible beauty of the California Coast, finding love and redemption along the way.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Bayamet Books
bayametbooks.com
info@bayametbooks.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

BLOOD RELATIONS
Edward Cohen and Kathy Cohen
978-0578612232
$14.99 | Paperback

A New Orleans lawyer discovers his father’s affair with a beautiful attorney in their firm. He tries to seduce her away. She’s murdered. Legal thriller. Bombshell ending.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
The HillHelen Group
jacquehillman.com
hillhelengroup@gmail.com

FICTION: MYSTERY & THRILLER

INDELIBLE
A Sean McPherson Novel, Book 1
Laurie Buchanan
978-1684630711
$9.95 | Ebook

A serial killer takes on the persona of a writer-in-residence at a secluded writing retreat in the Pacific Northwest, where he plans to murder his next victim.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Publisher Services
SparkPress
gosparkpress.com
Orders@sparkpointstudio.com
BEYOND
A Tale of Discovery on the Other Side of Life
Ruth Mitchell
978-0578818184 | $12.99 | Paperback

Beyond is the story of fantasy author Laura Haskell, and her white German Shepherd, Cloud, who can see the ghosts that haunt the Crescent Hotel in San Francisco.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Ruth Mitchell
facebook.com/RuthMitchellAuthor
r.mitchell@outlook.com

WRITERS OF THE FUTURE VOL 36
Anthology of Award-Winning Science Fiction and Fantasy Short Stories
L. Ron Hubbard along with established and award-winning new authors and artists.

978-1619866591 | $15.95 | Paperback
978-1619866560 | $9.95 | Ebook

“Hefty, competent anthology.” —Publishers Weekly
“Amazing...so many talented writers and artists.” —Tangent
“Gold standard of emerging talent.” —Midwest Book Review

HOW TO ORDER
Follett, Ingram Wholesale, Bookazine
Galaxy Press
galaxypress.com/l-ron-hubbard-books
Mitch@galaxypress.com

“A tantalizing premise...plot twists galore.” —Steve Berry, NYT & #1 Internationally Bestselling Author
“Exceeds all expectations.” —Jack Carr, NYT Bestselling Author

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
TMR Press
glenndyer.net
glenndyerauthor@gmail.com

“Pulse-pounding mile-a-minute sci-fi.” —Brandon Sanderson
“This has everything.” —Publishers Weekly
“Exhilarating.” —SCIFI.Com
“A masterpiece.” —Robert A. Heinlein

HOW TO ORDER
Follett, Ingram Wholesale, Bookazine
Galaxy Press
galaxypress.com/l-ron-hubbard-books
Mitch@galaxypress.com
Best of Show is the culmination of the work of interior designer and reality television star, Donna Moss. Included are four spectacular show homes.

HOW TO ORDER
Small Press United/IPG
Day III Productions
dayiiiprod.com
doug@dayiiiprod.com

Best of Show
Donna Moss
978-1735008356
$65.00 | Hardcover

A new comprehensive window coverings book from the world’s best-selling author on the subject. Showcasing new designs from some of America’s top interior designers.

HOW TO ORDER
Small Press United/IPG
Charles Randall International
CharlesRandall.com
pete@charlesrandall.com

SUPERWOMAN
A Funny and Reflective Look at Single Motherhood
Mona Andrei
978-1947976221
$17.50 | Paperback
978-1947976238
$9.99 | Ebook

Popular humor blogger Mona Andrei brings readers her sage and snickery insights on being a single mom, with all its gore and glory.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Cynren Press
cynren.com
sales.media@cynren.com

Perfect We Are Not Strong We Are
R. C. McDonald
978-1735221311
$17.99 | Paperback

An inspirational set of emotional, heartbreaking anecdotes challenging everyday women. From dementia to spousal abuse, a missing child to self-doubt, they persevered.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Nicholson & Fisher
nicholsonandfisher.com
renee.mcdonald24@yahoo.com

SUPERWOMAN
Mona Andrei
978-1947976221
$17.50 | Paperback
978-1947976238
$9.99 | Ebook

Popular humor blogger Mona Andrei brings readers her sage and snickery insights on being a single mom, with all its gore and glory.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Cynren Press
cynren.com
sales.media@cynren.com

Perfect We Are Not Strong We Are
R. C. McDonald
978-1735221311
$17.99 | Paperback

An inspirational set of emotional, heartbreaking anecdotes challenging everyday women. From dementia to spousal abuse, a missing child to self-doubt, they persevered.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Nicholson & Fisher
nicholsonandfisher.com
renee.mcdonald24@yahoo.com
POETRY

BUILDING LIGHT
Michaela Belmont
978-0999572641
$10.99 | Paperback
978-0999572658
$6.99 | Ebook

A collection of poetry that explores the destruction of the old self and the journey towards a more fulfilling life through healing the past.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Michaela Belmont
michaelabelmont.com
info@michaelabelmont.com

OUT OF SOMETHING UGLY
Michaela Belmont
978-0999572627
$10.99 | Paperback
978-0999572634
$6.99 | Ebook

This award-winning book of poetry transmutes the pain and horror of abuse into a cathartic story of survival, proving that beauty can be found in even the darkest places.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Michaela Belmont
michaelabelmont.com
info@michaelabelmont.com

POLITICAL & CURRENT EVENTS

BLUEPRINT FOR A NEW AMERICA
Can We Save the World’s Most Admired Republic?
Karl Albrecht
978-0913351420
$24.95 | Paperback

Foreword by Major Garrett. Comprehensive look at the American Republic as a living system, with imaginative proposals for “remodeling” it to meet the coming challenges.

HOW TO ORDER
AlbrechtPubCo
blueprint-for-a-new-america.com
pubs@KarlAlbrecht.com

RESTORE OUR DEMOCRACY
The Case for Equality and Justice
Werner Neff
978-1649990891
$9.97 | Paperback
978-1649990907
$4.97 | Ebook

A reflection on history, political philosophy, and the current reality of the U.S., it revisits the original values and principles of Democracy and offers a call to action.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Werner Neff, Author
restore-our-democracy.com
wer.neff@gmail.com
**POLITICAL & CURRENT EVENTS**

**ARE YOU EMOTIONALLY READY TO RETIRE?**
Beverly Mann Lessard
978-1681605791
$9.99 | Paperback

It’s a question that all ages should be asking and preparing for. In the author’s many interviews, the happiest say you need to retire to something, not from something.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Crimson Cloak Publishing
crimsoncloakpublishing.com
carly@crimsoncloakpublishing.com

---

**RELIGION**

**FACING THE END!**
Ready to Pray Now?
Pamela Hartwell
978-1662905711
$14.44 | Paperback

Contains holy ghost-inspired prayers. Prayed by real people with real problems who saw real results. Laced with inspirational insights that will spur you to pray.

**HOW TO ORDER**
Ingram Wholesale
Gatekeeper Press
gatekeeperpress.com
pam@kingdomhis.com

---

**SELF-HELP**

W. Nikola-Lisa presents two visual poems in response to the current challenging times, calling our attention to the need for self-reflection and direct action.

**THIS WE PRAY | SEA OF PEOPLE**
W. Nikola-Lisa
978-1734192339
$20.99
Hardcover
978-1734192346
$10.99
Paperback

978-1734192353 | $7.99 | Ebook

**TEEN: FICTION**

An off-the-beaten path YA novel steeped in folklore and mythology. Perfect for fans of *Rules for Vanishing* and *House of Night Other World* Series.

**LOST IN NOWHERE**
Book Three of Legacy in Legend Series
Barbara Pietron
978-0991602186
$13.99 | Paperback
978-1940368047
$6.99 | Ebook

**HOW TO ORDER**
IPG
Scribe Publishing Company
scribe-publishing.com/legacy
mel@scribe-publishing.com
TEEN: FICTION

QUEER AS A FIVE-DOLLAR BILL
What If You Knew A Secret From History That Could Change The World?
Lee Wind
978-1732228108 $25.99 | Hardcover
978-1732228115 $13.99 | Paperback
(Also available as an eBook and Audiobook)

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
I’m Here. I’m Queer. What The Hell Do I Read? leewind.org | leewindpublisher@gmail.com

1 FOR ALL
A Basketball Story About the Meaning of Team
Sean McCollum
978-0990587231 $9.99 | Paperback
978-0997290240 $3.99 | Ebook
Captain J.J. Picket thinks this will be his team’s year. But bad breaks leave J.J. wondering if he and his teammates can salvage a lost season.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Brattle Publishing Group
brattlepublishing.com
customerservice@brattlepublishing.com

TRAVEL

POSTCARDS HOME 2
Adventures Begin With the First Step
W.D. Mast
978-0986058011 | $19.95 | Paperback
“Mast’s writing is splendid...his genuine goodwill is infectious. A superb manual for any world traveler, not only for what to see but for how to be.” —Readers’ Favorite

HOW TO ORDER
Green Pieces Press
shop.greenpiecescartoons.com/Book_c4.htm
lisa@greenpiecestoons.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

AVA’S DREAM
Joseph J. Ridgway
978-0983344469 $18.99 | Hardcover
978-0986058059 $13.95 | Paperback
“Ava’s story emphasizes when a cause is worthy enough, you should never give up fighting. The book teaches children patience and perseverance.” —Readers’ Favorite

HOW TO ORDER
Green Pieces Press
AvasDream.com
lisa@greenpiecestoons.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

1 FOR ALL
A Basketball Story About the Meaning of Team
Sean McCollum
978-0990587231 $9.99 | Paperback
978-0997290240 $3.99 | Ebook
Captain J.J. Picket thinks this will be his team’s year. But bad breaks leave J.J. wondering if he and his teammates can salvage a lost season.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Brattle Publishing Group
brattlepublishing.com
customerservice@brattlepublishing.com
INDIVIDUAL TITLES FROM
IBPA MEMBER PUBLISHERS

YOUNG READER: FICTION

BOY BETWEEN WORLDS
The Cabinet of Curiosities
Cynthia C. Huijgens
978-1732925816
$12.99 | Paperback
978-1732925823
$6.99 | Ebook

“This endearing adventure dazzles young readers with family intrigue, coveted ancient artifacts, stirring action, and a far-flung destination.” —BookLife Prize

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Idle Time Press
idletimepress.com/boy-between-worlds
cynthia@idletimepress.com

YOUNG READER: FICTION

HEX: THE APPRENTICE
Fran Hodgkins
978-0990587217
$9.99 | Paperback
978-0997290233
$3.99 | Ebook

Robin West is a normal teenager living in a normal town, but when she finds out that her grandmother makes hexes, her life gets complicated.

HOW TO ORDER
Ingram Wholesale
Brattle Publishing Group
brattlepublishing.com
customerservice@brattlepublishing.com
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DESIGNER: FRANCESCA DROLL, ABACUS GRAPHICS, LLC
ADVERTISING SALES MANAGER, IBPA INDEPENDENT: TED OLCZAK
DESIGNER, IBPA INDEPENDENT: STEVE BIERNACKI
MANAGING EDITOR, IBPA INDEPENDENT: ALEXA SCHLOSSER
STAFF REPORTER, IBPA INDEPENDENT: DEB VANNASSE

IBPA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
BOARD CHAIR: KARLA OLSON, PATAGONIA BOOKS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER: ANGELA BOLE
TREASURER: RICHARD LENA, BRATTLE PUBLISHING

DIRECTORS
ROB BRODER, RIPPLE GROVE PRESS
TIE DAVIS, PUBLISH YOUR GIFT
SETH DELLON, PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
MAGGIE LANGRICK, LIFETREE MEDIA LTD
KAREN PAVLICIN, ELVA RESA PUBLISHING
KELLY PETERSON, INDEPENDENT PUBLISHERS GROUP
KRISTINA RADKE, NETGALLEY
LYNDY RYAN, BLACK SPOT BOOKS
RUDY SHUR, SQUARE ONE PUBLISHERS
VICTORIA SUTHERLAND, FOREWORD REVIEWS MAGAZINE
PETER TRIMARCO, NOTABLE KIDS PUBLISHING
Discover the Best Indie Titles!

Best First Book from a New Publisher

Best New Voice: First Book by a New Author

Celebrating Excellence in Book Editorial & Design

IBPA Benjamin Franklin Awards™

See all the winning titles at bit.ly/IBPA-BFA-Winners